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QUESTION 1

You execute the following code. 

How many times will the word Hello be printed? 

A. 49 

B. 50 

C. 51 

D. 100 

Correct Answer: B 

The % operator computes the remainder after dividing its first operand by its second. All numeric types have predefined
remainder operators. In this case the reminder will be nonzero 50 times (for i with values 1, 3, 5,..,99). 

 

QUESTION 2

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

The benefit of using a transaction when updating multiple tables is that the update cannot fail. 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed" if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. succeeds or fails as a unit 

C. finishes as quickly as possible 

D. can be completed concurrently with other transactions 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You plan to create an application for your company. The application will run automated routines and write the results to
a text-based log file. Little or no user interaction is required. 
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Security requirements on the host computers prevent you from running applications on startup, and users must be able
to see the status easily on the screen. The host computers also have limited memory and monitors that display only two 

colors. These computers will have no network connectivity. 

Which type of application should you use for this environment? 

A. Directx 

B. Windows Service 

C. console-based 

D. Windows Store app 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

The purpose of a constructor in a class is to: 

A. Initialize an object of that class. 

B. Inherit from the base class. 

C. Release the resources that the class holds. 

D. Create a value type. 

Correct Answer: A 

Each value type has an implicit default constructor that initializes the default value of that type. 

 

QUESTION 5

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

The process of transforming compiled C# code into an XML string for a web service is known as deserialization. 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed\\'\\' if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. serialization 

C. decoding 

D. encoding 

Correct Answer: B 
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